We analyse case marking in the Jê language family (Brazilian Amazonia) with the new completeness alignment typology proposed by Lindenbergh & Zwart (2017) . In contrast with classical alignment typology, the completeness typology first determines whether all grammatical functions participate in a grammatical process (e.g. case marking) and only then determines how these grammatical functions are aligned, adding nine incomplete alignment types to the five types of classical alignment typology. Nine of the ten Jê languages are classified as split-ergative, while Panará is seen as fully ergative, making it a typologically odd language within the family. We show that applying the completeness typology to Jê languages more accurately describes the true variation in case-marking patterns across the Jê language family.
necessarily participate in grammatical processes involved in determining alignment. To capture this they propose the completeness typology of alignment. This typology adds a number of types to the alignment types in (1) providing us with a more fine-grained system to better capture what is actually happening in language's case and agreement systems.
The ten extant Jê languages to which we apply the completeness typology are spoken in a vast extension of Brazil, from the tropical forests east of the Amazon river to the country's southernmost provinces. Ergativity is considered an important trait of the Jê family, and as such Jê case marking has received a great deal of attention (Rodrigues 1999 ).
The family is subdivided into three branches: Northern Jê, Central Jê and Southern Jê (Davis 1966 , Rodrigues 1999 
(2). (2) Internal classification of the Jê family
In Jê languages, clauses contain either a nominal or verbal form of the predicate head with different alignment patterns associated with both forms. Broadly speaking, the verbal form is associated with main clauses and the nominal form with various types of dependent clauses. This gives rise to an alignment split with accusative alignment patterns in verbal forms and ergative alignment patterns in nominal forms (Salanova 2017 , Bardagil 2018 .
Section 2 introduces the completeness alignment typology. Section 3 discusses the results of applying the typology to the Jê language family and gives examples of various alignment patterns in Kĩsêdjê, Mẽbêngôkre, and Panará. Section 4 concludes the paper.
The completeness alignment typology
In this section we discuss the completeness typology of alignment from Lindenbergh & Zwart (2017) . By comparing the alignment of case in the Jê language Xavante with that of Niuean (Austronesian), we illustrate the need for the completeness distinction made by Lindenbergh & Zwart to properly describe alignment systems in Jê.
As is typical for all Jê languages, alignment in Xavante varies depending on the properties of the predicate (Estevam 2011) . Based on classic alignment typology, Xavante is analysed as a split-ergative language, with nominative-accusative alignment of pronominal forms associated with the verbal form (3), and ergativeabsolutive alignment on lexical noun phrases in environments with the nominal form (4). 2 2. We use the following abbreviations in the glosses: 1 = first person, 2 = second person, 3 = third person, abs = absolutive, acc = accusative, all = allative, dat = dative, erg = ergative, expl = expletive, fact = factual, ines = inessive, intr = intransitive, irr = irrealis, n = nominal form, neg = negative, nfut = non future, nom = nominative, prf = perfect, prosp = prospective, q = (Estevam 2011: 177, 205) The examples in (3) show us the pronominal paradigm used with the verbal form: the same pronominal form wa indexes S I and S T , while a different form ti is used for O, the hallmark of nominative-accusative systems. 'He tells me to listen to the old man. ' (Estevam 2009: 5, 227) The occurrence of the ergative marker te on lexical noun phrases in dependent clauses in (4) is described as ergative-absolutive based on classic alignment typology, but if we look closely at these examples we see a difference between the interrogative, sbjv = subjunctive, sg = singular, top = topic, trsl = translative, v = verbal form. alignment systems used with the verbal form and the nominal form that traditional typology does not capture.
This difference is manifested in the fact that in (3) all GFs participate in the case-marking process and have a dedicated pronominal form, while in (4) this is not the case. In fact, the only GF that has a dedicated case marker is the S T , no markers appear with the other GFs. This is different from Niuean, which is also classified as ergative-absolutive, but where all GFs are accompanied by a dedicated case marker, and the marker for S T is different from the one used to cross-reference both S I and O (5). (Legate 2008: 64) The difference between the ergative-absolutive system in Xavante and the one found in Niuean is a difference in completeness of paradigm that is not represented in standard alignment typology, but is the central trade of Lindenbergh & Zwart's (2017) new typology, which is introduced in table 1. 4 3. The absolutive marker a is an allomorph of e which is used with proper names and pronouns. 4. The alignment type where only O participates is called objective in Lindenbergh & Zwart's (2017) , but to make it more in line with the other names, we changed it to narrow accusative.
By first looking at which GFs participate in a certain grammatical process (casemarking, agreement, etc.) and only then looking at how these participating elements are aligned, nine new incomplete alignment types are described, next to the five well-known complete types. 5 Using this typology we can now properly describe the difference between Xavante and Niuean. In Xavante case marking in nominal form environments, 5. In the original proposal by Lindenbergh & Zwart (2017) there are twelve incomplete types, due to the fact that markedness plays a role in their typology. Every asymmetric incomplete type is divided in two types in the original proposal, e.g. instead of subjective and asymmetric subjective as the two incomplete types where only S T and S I participate, Lindenbergh & Zwart have the following types: S T = S I subjective, S T > S I transitive subjective, and S T > S I intransitive subjective, where '< >' indicates more or less morphological markedness. We feel this markedness distinction is not a crucial part of the typology. Furthermore, it is not relevant to alignment in Jê languages, hence our adaptation of the typology conflates these types into one asymmetric type for all the patterns where only two GFs participate.
only one GF participates, so we have an incomplete type. Looking at table 1 we see that we are dealing with the narrow ergative type, because the S T is singled out.
Niuean case marking on the other hand follows a complete ergative alignment.
These examples illustrate the advantages of Lindenbergh & Zwart's (2017) Important to note is that in determining alignment with this fine-grained typology, we look at particular grammatical processes, such as case-marking on lexical noun phrases, the pronominal paradigm, or verbal agreement. The goal is not to classify entire languages based on one of their alignment patterns as it is sufficiently demonstrated in the literature, most notably by DeLancey (2004) , that the search for an ergative or accusative system or even parameter is not in line with the variety found in the data.
Realigning Jê languages
The completeness typology of alignment introduced in the preceding section provides enough flexibility to target specific grammatical processes as the variables to which to apply the typology. In this section, we look at alignment in the entire Jê family through the lens of the new typology.
In Jê languages, the lack of verbal agreement with participants makes verbal agreement an uninformative grammatical process. 6 As such, verbal agreement is left out of this study, even though it would be a priority variable for a set of languages in which it is present.
The three processes that we examine in light of the completeness alignment typology are (a) case marking on lexical noun phrases, (b) case syncretism in pronominal paradigms, and (c) dedicated case morphology on pronouns. Syntactic alignment in Jê languages is too poorly described at this stage to include it in this analysis.
The results of applying the completeness typology to the case marking alignment of Jê languages in the three targeted grammatical processes are summarized in table 2. 7 For every language, we identify the alignment types in both verbal (v) and nominal (n) environments, or realis (rl) and irrealis (irr) for Panará.
6. Instead, cross-reference morphology on verbs is cliticization of weak pronouns. 7. The main sources of linguistic data for the information reflected in the table are the following. Kaingang: Wiesemann (1986) and Nascimento (2017) . Xokleng: Urban (1985) . Xavante: Estevam (2011 ). Xerente: Sousa Filho (2007 . Mẽbêngôkre : Salanova (2007) . Apinayé : Oliveira (2005) . Kĩsêdjê: Nonato (2014) and Santos (1997) . Tapayuna: Camargo (2015) . Timbira: Alves (2004) . Panará: Bardagil (2018) . Where the available data are not sufficient to commit to a decision, we indicate it with a question mark.
Upon closer examination of table 2, we see that all Jê languages present an alignment split, but that classifying the family as just split-ergative obscures the actual variation in alignment patterns. In Southern Jê we find only narrow ergative patterns and only with case marking on lexical noun phrases, whereas in Northern Jê we do find complete ergative patterns, but then only within the pronominal paradigm.
In the Jê literature, Panará is set apart as an outlier. While it is correct for verb-finality and the lack of nominal clausal environments, when it comes to case marking, the completeness typology frames Panará within a wider variety of alignments, making its lack of alignment split less of an exception within the family, see section 3.3. Table 2 reveals that the identical alignment of the Panará strong pronoun paradigm is not an exception, and neither is the narrow ergative case marking on Panará pronouns and lexical noun phrases. In that respect, Panará is just like Southern Jê and Timbira in their nominal predicate contexts.
The completeness alignment types furthermore give rise to a more articulated subdivision of the Northern Jê branch. For instance, we observe converging patterns in Mẽbêngôkre and Apinayé, as well as in Kĩsêdjê and Tapayuna. Thus, the typology of case marking alignment could be argued to support grouping these languages in sub-branches of their own within Northern Jê. Table 2 illustrates the results for three case-marking processes, but we see that the Lexical NPs and Pronoun marking columns present the same alignment types for all languages. This shows that if pronouns have case marking on top of the pronominal paradigm, this marking patterns with the marking on lexical noun phrases. While this might feel like an obvious result, it is interesting to see, for example in Xokleng, that the pronominal paradigm has accusative alignment while case marking appearing together with these pronouns is subjective. Discerning case on pronouns and alignment of the pronominal paradigm can furthermore shed light on diachronic developments of case marking. Ergative patterns are disappearing in Northern Jê (with the exception of Panará), and looking at the third column we see that while Kĩsêdjê and Tapayuna still retain case marking on lexical noun phrases, the marking of pronouns is already lost, just like in Mẽbêngôkre and Apinayé.
In the remainder of this section we look closely at some examples to examine the alignment typology of Jê case marking in more detail. For reasons of data availability, this discussion is focused on Kĩsêdjê, Mẽbêngôkre, and Panará. Because the case on lexical noun phrases and the pronoun marking shows the same patterns, we only exemplify case on lexical noun phrases in the next sections.
Kĩsêdjê alignment
We start by examining the case marking alignment in Kĩsêdjê in the two major clausal environments present in Jê languages, verbal predicates and nominal predicates. In a clause where the predicate head appears in its verbal form, the case marking on lexical noun phrases is an incomplete type: only S T and S I receive case marking, with the morpheme ra, making its alignment subjective, see (6). (Nonato 2014: 3, 104) Case exponence on pronouns presents a different alignment from the one seen in lexical noun phrases. Kĩsêdjê pronouns have syncretic forms that index case as well as person and number, and they do so in an accusative alignment (7). take.v 'You took the bow. ' (Santos 1997: 47, 48) Moving on to nominal predicates, the case marking on pronominal participants is expressed syncretically with the pronominal paradigm. A paradigm of strong pronouns is used for the S T argument, while a paradigm of clitic pronouns is used for S I and O. This is a complete alignment of the ergative type (8). (Santos 1997: 66, 161, 132) In nominal form environments, the ergative case marker re seen in ergative pronouns is in free variation with the nominative case marker ra (Nonato 2014: 104) , and the alignment of case on lexical noun phrases corresponds to the subjective type observed in verbal predicates (9). 8 (9) (Santos 1997: 56) Summing up, Kĩsêdjê case marking in verbal predicates is indexed with a complete accusative alignment on pronoun paradigms, while lexical noun phrases are case-marked with a dedicated nominative morpheme in a subjective alignment. In nominal predicates, lexical noun phrases show the same subjective alignment as in verbal predicates, while pronouns present case marking in a complete ergative alignment.
Mẽbêngôkre alignment
In Mẽbêngôkre, lexical noun phrases are never marked for case, resulting in neutral alignment in both clauses with verbal and nominal predicates, see (10)-(11).
8. Kĩsêdjê ergative pronouns: 1sg.erg ire, 2sg.erg kare, 3sg.erg kôre (Nonato 2014: 102) . (10) 
Conclusion
In this paper we used the completeness alignment typology proposed by Lindenbergh & Zwart (2017) to analyse case marking in the entire Jê language family.
The results of this analysis have shown that, while these languages are traditionally described as presenting an ergative/accusative alignment split (Alves & Gildea 2016 , Salanova 2017 , they emerge as presenting a higher complexity of alignment patterns with some previously unexpected regularities.
While the more abstract alignment patterns were previously attested for Jê languages, the innovations of the completeness typology proved crucial in revealing more fine-grained alignment patterns. Only by taking into account completeness of paradigm could we adequately capture the alignment patterns as well as the nature of the morphosyntactic expression of said alignment. As can be seen in table 2, the focus on applying the typology to grammatical processes that are as narrowed down as possible-in this paper, case marking in Jê language was split into three different processes-revealed different alignment patterns within languages which would otherwise have stayed hidden. Having identified all these patterns, new generalizations emerged (e.g. the predictability of the case marked via syncretism on pronominal paradigms) and divergences were uncovered where none had been observed before (e.g. the distribution of narrow ergative alignment both in the Jê family as a whole and in the Northern branch in particular).
These results can be considered as evidence that the distinctions captured by the new typology correspond to meaningful aspects of the alignment patterns in the world's languages. This makes the completeness typology a useful tool for descriptive work, ensuring that the data available for a specific language are sufficient for the level of detail required in linguistic analysis.
We believe that the insight obtained from applying the completeness typology to case marking in Jê advocates for the adoption of this approach in all research focused on alignment typology more broadly.
